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Swish.
The discussion continued to come from the crowd, Han Ao Ran’s delicate body
trembled, staggered back two steps, and the beautiful face was extremely white.
Done.
Binger and Yue Wuya, really couldn’t hold back last night?
You are brothers and sisters. If this news spreads out, how will you meet people in the
future…
Thinking to himself, Han Ao Ran only felt that his eyes were darkened and he almost
fainted.
Looking at the reactions of the people around, Zhou Qin showed a smile, very satisfied.
At this moment, some people who didn’t think it was a big deal couldn’t bear it any
longer, and they all yelled at Zhou Qin.
“Uncle Zhou, open the stone gate quickly .” “Right
, let’s take a look. The situation inside must be very exciting.”
“Yeah…”
Hearing these requests, Zhou Qin put away her smile, Looking around, he said coldly,
“This is Emei. It’s my business to open the door or not. What are you all anxious
about?”
Although her tone was cold, Zhou Qin’s eyes flashed with pride and joy.
Haha…
The masters of various sects, their curiosity and appetite have all been successfully
hoisted up by themselves. When they leave Emei, they do not need to tell them by
themselves. The people of these sects will be able to publicize what happened today.
each continent.
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But at this time, Zhou Qin was not in a hurry to open the stone gate.

Because there is one more thing to do.
Zhou Qin’s voice fell, the audience was silent, and the masters of various sects quickly
closed their mouths.
call!
At this time, Zhou Qin breathed softly and said through the stone door: “Oh, Your Royal
Highness, I just got a piece of news, it’s good news and bad news for you, I don’t know
if you’re interested in hearing it. .”
Nima.
Hearing this, Yue Wuya frowned, with anger flashing in his eyes, and responded coldly:
“Zhou Qin, don’t pretend to be with me, just say anything if you have something, and let
it go.”
After what happened last night, Yue Wuya thoroughly saw Zhou Qin’s character, and he
clearly realized that Zhou Qin’s heart was like a snake and scorpion, the more beautiful
the smile on his face, the more vicious the conspiracy in his heart.
“Then I’ll say it.”
Hearing Yue Wuya’s icy attitude, Zhou Qin was not angry at all, on the contrary, with a
smile on his face, he slowly said: “His Royal Highness, you only know Han Bing, it is
Han proudly born. You don’t know who her father is, do you?”
Huh?
In the cave, Yue Wuya’s expression froze for a moment, and he was very puzzled.
Why did Zhou Qin suddenly say this? I have never heard Bing’er talk about her father.
Could it be that Bing’er’s father has been seen before?
Zhou Qin was right, Yue Wuya never knew who Han Bing’s father was, and once Yue
Wuya wanted to ask Han Bing, but considering that it was a family affair, Yue Wuya
didn’t ask.
At the same time, a heated discussion broke out among the others present.
“Isn’t this Han Bing’s father Yue Feng? Back then, in the Millennium Hall of the Emei
Sect, Zhou Sect Master personally questioned Han Aoran in front of everyone, and Han
Aoran admitted it at the time.

” Interesting, this prince of Tianqi Continent seems to be Yue Feng’s illegitimate son.
When King Guangping killed Emperor Tianqi and proclaimed himself emperor, the
prince’s mother said it personally.”
“Fuck, it’s really… If you don’t mention it, I don’t even think of it. This… So, Yue Wuya
and Han Bing are half-brothers and sisters.”
“Interesting, really interesting, The two brothers and sisters are together… Haha!”
Zhou Qin was very satisfied and smiled when everyone said you and me.
Immediately afterwards, Zhou Qin cleared his throat and said through Shimen: “His
Royal Highness, you can’t guess it, so I’ll tell you that the father of this wicked species is
Yue Feng, your biological father.”
Chapter 1882
What?
Hearing this, Yue Wuya felt like he was struck by lightning, his whole brain buzzing, and
he turned his head to look at the sleeping ice, completely stupid.
Binger… Binger turned out to be her half-sister?
How could this be?
No.. this is not true, it must be Zhou Qin who said this on purpose, making her feel
uncomfortable, she is a good joke.
For a while, Yue Wuya was extremely angry and shouted at Shimen: “Zhou Qin, shut up
for me, you will make nothing out of nothing and talk nonsense, I will never forgive you.”
Han Bing can’t be Yue Feng’s daughter, no Yes …
Yue Wuya thought about it last night. As long as he can successfully get out of trouble
this time and leave Emei, he will bring the Han Bing mother and daughter back to the
Tianqi Palace, and let King Guangping marry him. Then, he will marry him. Binger is
happy together.
Suddenly, the person he loves has suddenly become a younger sister, and Yue Wuya
can’t accept it at all!
“My Royal Highness.”
At this time, Zhou Qin said with a proud look on his face, “Don’t get angry, I didn’t create
this out of nothing. At the Millennium Hall of our Emei School, Han proudly admitted

that, She had an affair with Yue Feng and gave birth to the evil species of Bingbing,
because of this, she has no face to stay in Emei, this matter is known to all the sects of
Jianghu in the Earth Circle Continent, if you don’t believe me, listen to what everyone
has to say?”
With that said, Zhou Qin looked around and gestured at the people around.
At this moment, Tang Qingyun from Tangjiabao was the first to come out and laughed
loudly across the division: “His Royal Highness, you don’t have to be suspicious, Zhou
Alliance Leader is right, Han Bing is Yue Feng’s daughter. “
At the same time, the masters of other sects also burst into laughter, and followed suit.
“That’s right, we can all testify.”
“If you don’t believe it, Han Ao Ran is also there. Would you like her to say it in person?
Haha…”
“Yes, the facts are the facts, don’t run away from the prince… ” Amid the
laughter, Han Ao Ran’s legs were weak, almost collapsed, his face was pale, and he
could faint at any time.
Done.
It’s over now.
Zhou Qin clearly knew the relationship between Yue Wuya and Han Bing, but he never
told Yue Wuya that he deliberately locked them in the cave last night, so vicious and
vicious.
This is simply a hundred times, a thousand times more vicious than killing people… A
woman like Zhou Qin is really a scum!
At this moment, Han Ao Ran bit his lip tightly and looked at Zhou Qin, wishing he could
slash her with a thousand swords, but the acupoints were sealed, and several disciples
of the Emei School were watching around him, so he couldn’t rush past.
hum.
In the cave, Yue Wuya stumbled when he heard the words of the masters of various
sects outside, his eyes went black for a while, and he only felt that his head was about
to explode.
It turned out to be true… Bing’er is really her own sister.

A few seconds later, Yue Wuya reacted, turned his head to look at Han Bing, took a
deep breath, and secretly rejoiced.
Fortunately, I stuck to the bottom line last night and didn’t do anything more than polite
with Binger. Otherwise, I and Binger would really have no face to live in the future.
While rejoicing, Yue Wuya remembered Yue Feng, and the anger in his heart suddenly
burned.
Yue Feng, why is it you again, the fact that you are my biological father, I still cannot
accept it.
Why… why is my favorite Bing’er your daughter?
At this time, outside Shimen.
Seeing that Yue Wuya didn’t respond for a long time, Zhou Qin smiled lightly and said,
“Your Highness, don’t blame me, I just found out, otherwise, I wouldn’t have done that
last night, after all we are friends. Well, I just wanted to help you promote good things at
the time. Alas, you said that the world is too small, how can the person you like be your
own sister? If you want to blame, you can blame your father, Yue Feng, for sticking
around. Flowers provoked weeds, and they planted bad fruits…”
Hu!
Chapter 1883
Yue Wuya took a deep breath and said coldly: “Zhou Qin, don’t be hypocritical. I know
what you want, what do you want? Just say it.”
Yue Wuya is not a fool, guess It can also be guessed that Zhou Qin did it on purpose.
Otherwise, why did she bring experts from various sects to watch the show, didn’t she
just want to ruin herself and Bing’er? What I just found out, it’s all a lie.
At this time, Yue Wuya was very regretful, regretted that Zhou Qin was a friend, and
even more regretted that he had broken into the Beiying Palace and took the risk to
rescue her.
“Hee hee…”
Zhou Qin smiled proudly, and was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said: “I don’t want to
do anything, I know the relationship between His Highness and Han Bing, I am very
ashamed, I was kind and helpful last night, so I want to open the Shimen quickly and
pick you up.”

Zhou Qin had already thought about it, and after opening the Shimen, let Yue Wuya,
Han Bing, and Han Aoran leave.
In her heart, she believed that Yue Wuya and Han Bing had already had a relationship,
and it didn’t matter whether they were killed or not.
After all, the nonsense between brothers and sisters, but it violates the taboo of ethics,
will be despised by the world. When the matter is completely spread, there is no need to
take action on your own. The public opinion spread from various continents can drive
them to death.
When the words fell, Zhou Qin didn’t have any response from Yue Wuya at all. He
waved his jade hand and instructed the people around him: “Come, open the Shimen,
and welcome His Highness and his sister out.”
“Yes!” Faye Wong, who was on the side, quickly responded. With a sound, he walked
over and opened the stone gate.
Card wipe.
With a burst of vibration, the stone gate slowly opened.
All of a sudden, everyone’s eyes are tightly on the turban stone cave, and they can’t
wait to see the scene of spring overflowing.
hiss!
However, seeing the scene inside, everyone was taken aback, and they couldn’t help
gasping for air.
I saw that Yue Wuya was sitting at the entrance of the cave, with wounds all over his
body, dense and shocking, blood was congealed, and Yue Wuya’s face was extremely
pale.
And Yue Wuya was not far away, Han Bing was lying there, still sleeping gently, her
delicate face showed a bit of serenity, she was very charming and lovely, and her
clothes were neat and tidy. signs of being violated.
OMG!
At this moment, everyone was stunned.
The people present were all experienced practitioners and experienced practitioners.
This scene, obviously, was cut by Yue Wuya himself last night in order to stay awake.
He has nothing to do with Bingbing.

It’s just… how many knives do you need to cut for this wound? Moreover, with so many
knives, it takes an amazing amount of willpower to be able to use them.
Shock!
Total shock.
After more than ten seconds, the eyes of everyone looking at Yue Wuya gradually
changed from shock to admiration.
So sitting still, self-mutilation to stay awake!
Although this Yue Wuya is young, he is a true gentleman! real man!
Tiger father has no dog son!
At this moment, a man,
Yue Wuya’s father, appeared in everyone’s heart.
The hero of the
Earth Circle Continent and the patron saint of the Earth Circle Continent.
Tianmen Sect Master,
Yue Feng! Invincible Yue!
This is true, tiger fathers have no dogs!
Chapter 1884
This Yue Wuya deserves to be the son of Yue Feng. Back then, Yue Feng took so
many guilt but never did anything out of the ordinary. At a young age, he created
Tianmen, benefited the martial arts world, punished evil and promoted good. Later, Yue
Feng led Tianmen, Huaguoshan, and Changsheng Hall in Zhaixinglou again to defend
against the Apocalypse army and successfully preserved the safety of the Earth Circle
Continent.
The Yue Wuya in front of him, although he is not very old, is not inferior to Yue Feng.
Sure enough, a tiger father has no dog son!
Not only the masters of various sects, but even Zhou Qin’s delicate body trembled,
biting his lip, looking at Yue Wuya, completely stunned.

She clearly saw that Yue Wuya had thousands of incisions on his body, and the blood
completely dyed his clothes red. His face was pale and shaky. Especially those clear
eyes, clear and pure, as if they contain the power to destroy all evil in the world.
Zhou Qin was completely stupid.
Yue Wuya, he… He actually used this self-mutilation method to stay awake and spend
the night like this?
This… how could this be?
At this moment, Zhou Qin’s delicate body kept trembling, the original pride and
arrogance on her face disappeared completely, leaving only the endless shock.
call!
Han Ao Ran on the side, after being shocked, was extremely happy, looking at Yue
Wuya with full of approval, and at the same time leaving tears of excitement.
Great, they were both clean and nothing happened.
That’s great.
At this time, the movement outside woke up the ice.
“Brother Wu Ya?”
The moment I opened my eyes, I saw the appearance of Yue Wuya in front of me, Han
Bing’s delicate body trembled, and the whole person was stunned.
A few seconds later, Han Bing reacted and threw himself into Yue Wuya’s arms, tears
pouring out: “Brother Wuya, I’m sorry, it’s all my fault, I’m sorry…”
Bingbing Bingxue was smart, watching When Yue Wuya was covered in wounds, he
suddenly understood something.
Last night, I burned myself in flames, and I lost my mind. According to normal
circumstances, something must have happened to brother Wuya that night. However,
for the sake of his innocence, brother Wuya cut himself with a knife to stay awake…
For a time, Han Bing was overwhelmed.
“It’s alright, it’s alright.” Yue Wuya showed a smile, raised his hand and patted Han
Bing’s shoulder gently: “Sister, help me out, let’s go.”
Mmm!

Han Bing responded and hurriedly helped Yue Wuya out of the cave, but she took the
potion last night, and her body was weak and weak, it was very difficult to help Yue
Wuya alone.
Seeing this scene, Han Ao Ran hurried over to help.
quiet!
The audience was deadly silent. The stab wounds on Yue Wuya’s body were too
shocking. At this time, all eyes were on Yue Wuya, speechless. people block.
“Zhou Qin, when you and I meet again, it will be the day when your Emei is destroyed.”
On the way down the mountain, Yue Wuya looked back at Zhou Qin and spoke coldly.
This week, Qin thought of her as a friend, but she calculated herself, causing herself to
almost sully her own sister.
If this revenge is not repaid, what kind of man is he?
“Zhou Qin, when you and I meet again, it will be the day when your Emei is destroyed.”
The voice was not loud, but everyone who heard these words trembled.
If someone else said this, it must be a big talk, just nonsense.
But Yue Wuya is different, he is the prince of Tianqi Continent.
For a time, the masters of various sects looked at each other in dismay, and all of them
were a little uneasy.
Chapter 1885
Zhou Qin also trembled, biting her lip tightly, staring blankly at Yue Wuya and the three
of them leaving, her heart was so complicated that she forgot to order an interception.
To be honest, at this moment, Zhou Qin had the idea of killing the three of Yue Wuya,
but for some reason, he couldn’t make up his mind.
call!
After a few minutes, Zhou Qin looked at the direction in which the three of Yue Wuya
were leaving, bit her lip and said softly: “Yue Wuya, if you retaliate, I will follow, what I
Zhou Qin did, seriously. Come and don’t regret it!”
…… the
other side.

Apocalypse Continent, Diyuan Continent, the junction of Zhongyuan Continent, in the
Valley of Forgetfulness.
At this time, in the hall, a woman was sitting quietly, looking around blankly.
A moon-white long skirt, which fits tightly to the body, perfectly complements the
graceful figure, making it extremely charming! The face is exquisite and beautiful, like a
fairy, people can’t extricate themselves at a glance.
However, in those eyes like autumn water, in the pure, there is a flash of confusion.
It was Su Qingyan.
Back then, Su Qingyan was taken to Wangyou Valley by the elders to watch. Su
Qingyan took Wangyou Water that day.
Now that half a month has passed, Su Qingyan’s memory has been washed away by
the water of forgetfulness, and she has completely forgotten the past.
Today was the first day that Su Qingyan was released from the secret room, and today
was also the day she officially joined Wangyougu.
Shasha…
At this moment, a slight footstep sounded, and then, dozens of Wangyougu disciples,
surrounded by a woman in a long purple dress, slowly walked into the hall.
This woman is about thirty years old. The figure is graceful and compact, just like a
peerless beauty, full of charm! Officially the owner of Wangyou Valley, Situ Wangqing.
Behind her, Jing Guan followed closely.
“You…”
Su Qingyan hurriedly stood up, frowning her eyebrows, and asked in surprise, “Who are
you? Where is this place?”
After taking Wangyou Shui, Su Qingyan completely forgot about the past. I can’t even
remember how I came to this place. In this case, I don’t know Jing Guan and Situ
Wangqing either.
Situ Wangqing smiled lightly and looked at Su Qingyan: “Qingyan, have you forgotten
who I am?” The
voice fell, and Situ Wangqing glanced at Jingyan.

Jingguan understood, walked out, looked at Su Qingyan and said slowly: “Qingyan, this
is your master, the valley owner of Wangyou Valley, Situ Wangqing, have you
forgotten? I am Elder Jingguan, don’t you remember? “
You were originally an orphan, and it was your master who picked you up, accepted you
as a disciple, and taught you how to cultivate…”
When he said this, he watched the sincerity and concern on his face, but a sly smile
flashed in his eyes.
Seriously, if other disciples took Wangyou Shui, they would not need to fabricate lies
and deceive at all, but Su Qingyan was different and had a special status. In order to
ensure that Situ Wangqing and Jing Guan, decided to fabricate a life experience for Su
Qingyan. come out.
Master?
Hearing this, Su Qingyan’s beautiful face was full of daze, looking at Situ Wangqing in
front of her, she didn’t have the slightest sense of familiarity.
Is she her own master? Why have no memory at all?
Ugh.
At this time, Situ Wangqing sighed softly, looking very remorseful: “Qingyan, it’s all to
blame for Master’s badness. I sent you out on a mission before, but as a result, you
were in danger, which caused you to lose your memory. But don’t worry, in the future
Dangerous things, Master will not let you do it again. From now on, you can follow
Master with peace of mind.”
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Hmm!
Hearing this, Su Qingyan nodded, it turned out that she was in danger and lost her
memory. No wonder I can’t remember anything.

Thinking to herself, Su Qingyan respectfully said to Situ Wangqing, “This disciple has
seen Master.”
Although her previous memory was gone, her personality would not change. Su
Qingyan was a woman who knew the book and reasoned, and knew that the woman in
front of her was a woman. His master, a trace of admiration rose in his heart.
Um?
Seeing that she finally recognized her master, Situ Wangqing nodded approvingly, and
smiled lightly: “Qingyan, you can rest for a while, remember, just stay in the valley, don’t
walk around without Master’s permission. .”
When saying this, Situ Wangqing’s expression was indifferent, but his heart was
indescribably excited.
Great, without any effort, let the famous Sect Master Wenzong of Dongao Continent
recognize himself as a master. With such an apprentice, it will be easier for Wangyougu
to expand his power in the future.
Su Qingyan nodded, and then couldn’t help but ask: “Master, what trouble did I
encounter before? I can’t even remember anything.” If
she can lose her memory, the trouble at that time must be very dangerous.
At this time, Su Qingyan didn’t realize that she was not from Wangyougu at all, nor was
Situ Wangqing’s apprentice. These were all made up by Situ Wangqing and Jingguan
on purpose to deceive her.
This…
Facing Su Qingyan’s question, Situ Wangqing pondered.
This is something out of nothing, how to make it up next?
At this moment, Jing Guan next to him, a flash of inspiration, looked at Su Qingyan with
a smile and said: “Qingyan, you were injured by a person named Yue Feng. This person
belongs to the Earth Circle Continent and is the Sect Master of Tianmen. His status is
very good, but he is very cunning and insidious.” After speaking
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, he became serious and told Su Qingyan, “So, when you meet this person in the future,
you must be very careful, and remember not to believe his words.”
Saying this At the time, Jing Guan looked serious, but his heart was very proud.

Haha… I’m so smart, to actually make up such a reason, you know, Su Qingyan is Yue
Feng’s woman, and now she’s missing, Yue Feng will definitely search the world, if Yue
Feng finds Su Qingyan , to find a way to restore her memory, all the efforts made by
Wangyougu have been in vain.
But now, in Su Qingyan’s heart, Yue Feng is set up as an evil and cunning image, Su
Qingyan must be extremely disgusted. At that time, even if Yue Feng finds Su Qingyan,
it will not be so easy to take her away.
After all, now that Su Qingyan has no memory, the first impression is very important.
“That’s right!”
Hearing this, without waiting for Su Qingyan’s response, Situ Wangqing followed up:
“That Yue Feng is not only insidious and cunning, but also the best at rhetoric, Qingyan,
if you meet him in the future, you must hide. Far away, you know?”
Hmm!
Su Qingyan nodded solemnly, “I see, Master!”
Under the influence of Wangyoushui, Su Qingyan completely forgot about Yue Feng,
and at this time, she firmly remembered Situ Wangqing’s words.
While agreeing, Su Qingyan bit her lip tightly, and kept thinking about the name Yue
Feng in her heart.
Yue Feng… Yue Feng!
It turned out to be this person who caused his own amnesia. When you see him in the
future, you must be careful.
Huh..
Seeing Su Qingyan’s expression, Jing Guan and Situ Wangqing looked at each other
and smiled at each other.
…..
At this moment, on an official road on the northwestern border of the Northern Ying
Continent.
As the sun sets and night falls slowly, a dazzling red Ferrari is driving slowly on the
official road with few people.
Chapter 1887 The

cool supercar is out of tune with the original surrounding environment.
There was a man and a woman sitting in the car. The man was handsome and stylish,
and the woman was charming and charming. It was Yue Feng and Chang’e.
After meeting Zhao Lu in Fengyun City, Xuanye Continent, Yue Feng didn’t stay too
long, so he left with Chang’e. However, when he parted, Zhao Lu gave Yue Feng a pick
at the famous car show at the time. I got the most flamboyant, coolest red Ferrari.
The car of his own group, Yue Feng, was naturally rude and drove away. After a few
hours of driving, he quickly left the Xuanye Continent and arrived at the Northern Ying
Continent.
At the beginning, driving a sports car and carrying Chang’e, Yue Feng was very excited
and happy.
You must know that no matter how rich others are, they are still beautiful women, but
Fairy Chang’e is what she brought with her. Who can have this honor from a man from
the mainland of Kyushu?
However, after arriving in Beiying Continent, Yue Feng’s mood became depressed.
Northern Ying Continent is still an ancient society. There are no smooth roads and no
gas stations. This super cool Ferrari will soon be useless.
“Ah!”
Just when Yue Feng was secretly distressed about not being able to refuel, suddenly,
he sneezed abruptly.
Nima!
Yue Feng rubbed his nose and couldn’t help but mutter to himself: “Who is this who is
talking ill of me behind my back?” After speaking
, Yue Feng turned his head to look at Chang’e, and said with a smile: “The lady has a
lot of knowledge, can you help me? Calculate, who is talking about me behind my
back?”
After this period of time, Yue Feng became more and more bold in front of Chang’e, and
he joked with Chang’e a lot along the way.
“Stop putting gold on your face.” Chang’e’s delicate face did not fluctuate in the
slightest, and she said coldly: “Just like you, your enemies want you to die, who will
discuss you?” , Chang’e couldn’t hide the anger in her heart.

Thinking of her previous experience in Xuanye Continent, Chang’e was so angry that
this Yue Feng even forced herself to call him her husband. If it wasn’t for her internal
power being blocked, she really wanted to kill him immediately.
shit.
Hearing this, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
This Chang’e, she was just joking, she cursed herself to death.
Didn’t it just make you call your husband a few times before, it was also for the sake of
safety, as for this…
swoosh!
Just as he was talking, he felt a strong breath behind him, filling him. Yue Feng and
Chang’e, hurriedly looked back.
hiss!
Seeing this, Yue Feng’s expression changed, and he couldn’t help taking a breath.
Chang’e, who was in the passenger seat, also trembled, and her beautiful face showed
a little nervousness.
I saw a huge figure 100 meters away behind him, swiftly chasing after him, with scarlet
eyes and a mouth full of fangs, it was Yang Jian’s roaring dog.
Nima.
Seeing the roaring dog, Yue Feng only felt his brain buzzing, and his heart suddenly
panicked.
The roaring dogs have appeared, I am afraid that Yang Jian is not far away.
Just… how did this dog find himself? I just came over from the Xuanye Continent, even
if Yang Jian had set up a net of heaven and earth in the Northern Ying Continent, it
would not have been so fast.
“broken.”
At this moment, Chang’e reacted, biting her red lips and softly said: “The roaring dog is
best at tracking, it must have locked your breath before, so as soon as you come to the
Northern Ying continent, it will find it through the smell. come here.”
Chapter 1888

Chang’e bit her lip. I originally thought that I would quietly return to the imperial city, first
restore my innocence, and then regain the imperial power from Yang Jian, but I didn’t
expect that when I returned to the Northern Ying Continent, I met the roaring dog.
call!
Hearing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath, unable to hide the shock in his heart.
Can you find yourself by smell? This roaring dog is worthy of Yang Jian’s spirit beast,
and its tracking ability is amazing.
With emotion, Yue Feng smiled bitterly: “It’s over, it was found by the roaring dog, I’m
afraid we can’t run.”
Chang’e frowned, suddenly thought of something, looked at Yue Feng and said: “You
didn’t say, you Is the car fast? Can’t you just get rid of it?”
What?
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, wanting to cry without tears, and at the same time
he couldn’t help admiring Chang’e’s imagination.
Comparing speed with a Ferrari and a Howler? Go crazy.
“My goddess.” Soon, Yue Feng reacted and smiled bitterly: “This supercar is indeed
fast, but this is the Northern Ying Continent. There is no road, so it can’t exert its
advantages at all, and the car is not fast. It ‘s gone.”
“Trash!” Chang’e rolled her eyes and stomped her feet in a hurry: “Then hurry up and
think of a way.”
Although she didn’t know what it meant to be out of gas, Chang’e also understood that
relying on the car under her seat to run Winning the roaring dog is a complete fantasy.
Seeing howling dog getting closer and closer, fangs in the night, flickering with a
frightening cold light, Yue Feng was also completely anxious.
The next second, Yue Feng remembered something, and quickly asked Pang Tong in
Linglong Tower: “Pang Tong, you are resourceful, can you get rid of this dog?”
Speaking of which, with Yue Feng’s current strength, he is not afraid of the roaring dog
at all. He is afraid that Yang Jian will suddenly appear and it will be too late to run.
Therefore, Yue Feng is not in the mood to deal with the roaring dog at all, and just
wants to get rid of it as soon as possible.
“Master!”

As soon as he finished speaking, he heard Pang Tong respond: “The reason why this
roaring dog has a strong tracking ability is that it relies entirely on its sensitive nose. You
may have a chance to start with its nose.”
Nose?
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and suddenly his eyes lit up.
Haha…there is.
Excited, Yue Feng took out some condiments from his body and took out a bottle of chili
powder. Ten years ago, Yue Feng was passed down to Dongao Continent by Shenxing
Talisman, and met Xiao Xi. During that time, Xiao Xi used the seasonings on her body
to cook a lot of delicious game for Yue Feng every day.
Yue Feng was also influenced by Xiao Xi, and no matter where he went in the future, he
would always bring condiments with him.
hum!
The moment he took out the chili powder, Yue Feng summoned Qiongqi from the spirit
beast sack.
“Go.” Yue Feng yelled.
To be honest, Yue Feng’s poor and strange, although it is a divine beast, has only been
cultivated for more than ten years, while the roaring dog has been cultivated for
thousands of years, and the difference in strength between the two is too great.
However, Yue Feng didn’t think that Qiongqi could kill the roaring dog, as long as it
could attract its attention.
“Roar!”
Qiong Qi let out a roar, and the aura of the beast all over his body burst out, rushing
directly towards the roaring dog.
“Ow.”
Seeing Qiongqi suddenly, the huge body of the Roaring Dog was shocked, and then
there was a bloodthirsty light in his eyes, and he was very excited to greet him.
As Yang Jian’s spirit beast, the roaring dog has come thousands of times, and has
followed Yang Jian through hundreds of battles. The roaring dog has fought against
many beasts, so it is not necessary to see Yue Feng’s poverty. On the contrary, the

poor The divine beast aura on Qi’s body inspired the bloodthirsty fighting spirit of the
Roaring Dog.
In the blink of an eye, Qiong Qi and Howling Dog were biting in the air, very fiercely.
call.
Seeing the scene in front of her, Chang’e bit her lip tightly, her heart was very shocked,
she looked at Yue Feng in surprise, her eyes twinkling with complexity.
This Yue Feng actually possesses a poor and strange spirit beast.
It seemed that he had been underestimated before.
Yue Feng didn’t pay attention to Chang’e’s reaction, but watched the battle in midair,
looking for opportunities.
Soon, taking advantage of the roaring dog’s attention on Qiong Qi, Yue Feng didn’t
have time to think about it, he jumped up, jumped into the air, clutched a whole bottle of
chili powder, and sprinkled it on the roaring dog’s head.
At the same time, Yue Feng recalled Qiongqi with lightning speed.
Hula…
The chili powder rose all over the sky, and the roaring dogs were sprinkled all over the
head, and the nostrils, eyes, and mouth were all covered with chili powder.
“Ow, ooh…”
Chapter 1889
Under the strong and spicy stimulation, the roaring dog let out bursts of mourning, its
huge body suddenly bowed, and fell heavily to the ground, where it kept rolling.
Speaking of which, the Roaring Dog is not a divine beast after all. Among the spirit
beasts of the same realm, its combat strength can only be on the upper side, and its
unique stunt is the unparalleled tracking technique in the world.
Pang Tong was right, the roaring dog relies on its sensitive nose to perform tracking, so
the nose is its weakness. Now that it is choked by chili powder, it is even more
uncomfortable to cut it a few times.
Haha…
Yue Feng clapped his hands, feeling indescribably happy.

What if you were Yang Jian’s roaring dog? It’s not that I can get it successfully with my
own bottle of chili powder.
What?
Seeing this scene, Chang’e’s delicate body trembled, her eyes full of incredulity.
This is Yang Jian’s roaring dog. It’s crazy, and even he needs to take it seriously, but
now, Yue Feng has used such an easy method to get it?
At this moment, under her surprise, Chang’e looked at Yue Feng with a strange
brilliance. The contempt and contempt she used to treat him quietly disappeared, and
her views also changed.
You know, in the entire Northern Ying Continent, the only one who doesn’t take Yang
Jian’s roaring dog in his eyes is Hou Yi.
However, Hou Yi is dead.
At this time, Chang’e looked at the relaxed Yue Feng, as if she saw the shadow of Hou
Yi.
This Yue Feng, like Hou Yi, did not change his face when faced with a desperate
situation, even relaxed.
Oops…
As I thought to myself, Chang’e suddenly blushed.
What are you thinking about, how could this treachery be compared to your husband?
“Haha!”
At this moment, Yue Feng returned to the car, and said to Chang’e with a smile:
“Niangniang, let’s continue for a ride.” It was easy to say, but Yue Feng was very
anxious in his heart.
After falling into the deep hole in Buzhou Mountain, she and Liu Xuan were separated.
At this time, she didn’t know what happened to the three of them, so she had to find
them quickly.
Um!
If it was before, Chang’e would definitely have ridiculed angrily, but this time, Chang’e
didn’t say anything, but lowered her head and replied softly.

Soon, Yue Feng drove Chang’e and disappeared into the night.
As soon as the two left, several figures quickly flew from the sky in the distance. The
one at the head was dressed in golden armor, majestic and holding a three-pointed twoedged sword. It was Yang Jian.
Swish!
Seeing the roaring dog that fell to the ground and kept rolling and howling, Yang Jian’s
expression changed, it was extremely ugly, and a burst of anger rose in his heart.
Before in Buzhou Mountain, Yang Jian and tens of thousands of troops fell into the deep
cave together. Because the deep cave was too big, Yang Jian lost in it for a long time
before he managed to escape.
After coming out, Yang Jian issued an imperial decree to search for Yue Feng and
Chang’e in the entire Northern Ying Continent.
Just now, the roaring dog, who was carrying him, suddenly felt the breath of Yue Feng,
so he searched for it directly. Because the roaring dog was too fast, Yang Jian and his
subordinates could only follow far behind.
But I never thought that after looking for it, I didn’t see Yue Feng’s figure, but the roaring
dog fell to the ground.
“Quickly search around, I want to know who hurt my roaring dog like this.” Yang Jian
roared.
Smelling the chili smell on the roaring dog, Yang Jian was furious.
Although his roaring dog is not a divine beast, he is also a divine dog. He has followed
him for thousands of years and has always been extremely brave and never let himself
down.
But now, it was actually played with chili powder.
The so-called beating a dog depends on the owner, and this is humiliating himself.
At this time, Yang Jian didn’t know that the roaring dog was injured by Yue Feng with
chili powder.
“Yes, Your Majesty!” The voice fell, and several of the subordinates quickly searched
around.
At this moment, Yue Feng is here.

Crunch!
I don’t know how long after driving, the car slowly stopped, Yue Feng looked at the fuel
gauge, and suddenly smiled bitterly.
Nima… Still out of gas… This car is so expensive…
Yue Feng got out of the car, looked around, and sighed. This is a barren country ridge,
surrounded by weeds, I am afraid that within a hundred miles, it will be deserted.
Chapter 1890
“Niangniang!”
Yue Feng opened the car door, looked at Chang’e and said with a smile: “The car can’t
be driven without gas, let’s just walk. If Niangniang doesn’t mind, I can hold you like
before.”
Huh.
Hearing this, Chang’e’s delicate face was instantly flushed red, and her heart was also
extremely embarrassed.
This Yue Feng is really becoming more and more daring, and more and more impolite.
Buzzing… Before
Chang’e could speak, she saw a tremor on the ground ahead, revealing a hole in the
ground, and then, a low figure emerged from the hole.
The person who came had a wretched appearance and a disgraced face, but the aura
that pervaded his body was astonishing.
It is Tu Xingsun.
What the fuck…
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, very surprised.
This Tu Xingsun is indeed a strange person and a mysterious thing.
“Niangniang!”
At this moment, seeing Chang’e, Tu Xingsun shouted excitedly.

Immediately afterwards, Tu Xingsun’s eyes were locked on Yue Feng, and he roared:
“Good boy, I finally caught you, dare to hold the empress, and die.”
Before Tu Xingsun and Gonggong fought, Yue Feng Taking the opportunity to take
Chang’e away.
Tu Xingsun was loyal to Chang’e, and he was arrogant. Yue Feng kidnapped Chang’e
under his own nose. For him, it was a great shame and humiliation, even more
uncomfortable than killing him.
Now that I see Yue Feng again, Tu Xingsun is so angry that he just wants to kill Yue
Feng immediately.
hum!
The voice fell, and a powerful aura erupted from Tu Xingsun’s body, and then, the thin
figure erupted with a thunderous momentum, and a palm hit Yue Feng.
Nima.
Seeing Tu Xingsun rushing over, Yue Feng was shocked.
If you say you fight, you will fight, this Tuxing Sun must be crazy.
“Stop.”
However, at this critical moment, Chang’e frowned and couldn’t help but snorted: “Tu
Xingsun, don’t hurt my husband…”
Before in Xuanye Continent, Chang’e forced Due to the situation, every time I see
someone, I have to admit that Yue Feng is my husband, so I have to call it out. In a
hurry, I called out subconsciously.
Swish.
As soon as she shouted it out, Chang’e realized something, and her face flushed with
shame, and she could not wait to find a crack to crawl in.
What’s wrong with yourself? Why did you call out the word husband?
What?
Hearing Chang’e’s words, Tu Xingsun paused in mid-air, withdrew his palms abruptly,
landed on the ground, opened his mouth, stared at Chang’e blankly, unable to express
his astonishment.

what’s the situation?
Niangniang called this kid husband? Didn’t the empress didn’t put him in her eyes
before? Why…
At this moment, Tu Xingsun’s mind was in a mess, and he couldn’t figure it out.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was overjoyed.
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